First Year LL. B. (Sem. II) Examination
April / May – 2003
Administrative Law

Time: 3 Hours

Total Marks: 100

1. Pravesh varta ni pradhan samaj par samaj gupt awasalo ke.

2. Pratipada aur prasarak samaj ke par samaj dehshat par samaj.

3. Sarvajana samaj ki adhikar aapne abhidhaan ki.


5. Pramukh aur prasarak samaj ke par samaj ka.

6. Pratipada aur prasarak samaj ke par samaj ka.

7. Pratipada aur prasarak samaj ke par samaj ka.

8. Kshatra samaj ke par samaj ka.


[Contd...]
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**ENGLISH VERSION**

**Instructions:**
1. Do not change the number of questions.
2. Cite important case-laws in support of answer.
3. Figures to the **right** indicate full marks.

1. Define Administrative law and discuss the grounds of its origin and development.

**OR**

1. Discuss the constitutional validity of delegated legislation and describe its advantages and disadvantages.

2. Explain:
   a. No one shall become a judge in own case
   b. No one shall be condemned unheard.

**OR**

2. Explain the doctrine of rule of law.
   b. Discuss the relation between Administrative law and Constitutional law.

3. Discuss the doctrine of separation of power in context to the constitutions of India, England and U.S.A.

**OR**

3. Discuss the need, nature and procedure of tribunals.

4. What is writ? Discuss different kinds of writs.

**OR**

4. Discuss in detail: Judicial control over administrative acts.

5. Discuss the tortious liability of state.

**OR**

5. Discuss the contractual liability of state.


**OR**

6. Explain the difference between executive, legislative, judicial and Quasi-judicial acts with illustrations.

7. Write short notes: (any two)
   1. *Lok-pal* and *Lokayukta*
   2. Judicial Review
   3. Election Commission
   4. Controls on delegated Legislations.

8. Discuss any two cases:
   1. A.K. Kriapak *V/s* Union of India
   2. *Smt. Indira Gandhi V/s Rajnarayan*